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An extensive reference features a photograph gallery of classic motorcycles, a manufacturer listing

that profiles every maker in the industry, design blueprints for special models, and production

histories. 40,000 first printing.
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YA?A comprehensive encyclopedia that pictures more than 1000 motorcycles and scooters and

lists more than 3000 manufacturers. The first section is a photographic gallery that shows many of

the cycles from the front as well as the side. Accompanying each photo is text, a flag of the country

of origin, and the vehicle's insignia. The second section is a catalog of every known make or brand,

arranged by country of origin. An easy and fun to use resource.?Nancy Geiger, Lee High School,

Springfield, VACopyright 1996 Reed Business Information, Inc.

This is primarily a visual reference of approximately 400 noteworthy or memorable international

motorcycle makes, ranging from the earliest models to modern exotic specialty machines. The

classic quality of many models is captured in richly colored, finely detailed photographs that invite

nostalgia and evoke the sounds and smells peculiar to motorcycles. Companion text, though

sparse, gives a bit of each model's history and its significant or innovative features. All this is

augmented by an exhaustive annotated directory of all motorcycles known to have been

manufactured worldwide; more than 3000 makes are attributed here, surpassing the number found

in prior encyclopedic works and making this a valuable checklist. The volume falls short of



functioning as a technical reference or a historical overview of motorcycling, but as a visual

reference, it is superb. Definitely for public libraries, and academic libraries may also

consider..?David Van de Streek, Pennsylvania State Univ. Libs., YorkCopyright 1995 Reed

Business Information, Inc.

This is an alphabetic encyclopedia by manufacturer. Each page has between one and four models

of motorcycles/motorbikes. The illustrations are very nice and even have annotations to label the

important characteristics of the bike. It also has an interesting directory of motorcycles listing every

known motorcycle marque by country of origin. In that they have produced the closest thing to a

complete listing I have ever seen. you will see illustrations of things you have never seen before,

like the underslung Militarie with wooden spoke wheels (1911 to 1919). Totally cool. I really liked the

book and they put my old 750 CB-K on the cover! (or one like it, I should say).

My SO loves this! I have never seen him hold a book, I'm assuming because it would take away

from the time that he could otherwise spend tinkering around on old motorcycles in the garage. I got

tired of him turning on the TV at night when I wanted quiet time to read, so I got him this. Now the

house is always quiet, and I am always happy.

For a motorcycle enthusiast this is a great book. It's exactly what it says, an encyclopedia. It gives a

brief history of each manufacturer and a few pictures with description of a couple of their bikes. It's

extremely informative.

Great shipping and book looked new. Great deal

Good information

My husband loves old motorcycles and he love it! The book is in good shape and just a little wear n

tear pages.

Great overview, coffee table book

GREAT BOOK
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